**INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP**

## BLAVATNIK FUND
- **60+** applications
- **17** finalists
- **08** awards for $1.6MM in awards

## ENTREPRENEURIAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- **OCR** launched **11** faculty new ventures, $70.9M in aggregate funding
- **OCR/YEI** launched **1** student/faculty new venture, $1.5M in aggregate funding
- **YEI** launched **5** student new ventures, $0.7M in aggregate funding
- Since 2007, **OCR & YEI combined launched 133 companies** $515M funding
- Since 2013 launch, **13 startups have received $100,000 each**
- These startups have attracted $37.6M in additional funding, a leverage of **29:1**

## YALE ENGAGEMENT
- **26** events
- **2211** event attendees
- **2600** office hours
- Signature event, ‘Innovation Summit’
- **600+** attendees
- **35+ VC firms**

## SPONSORED RESEARCH
- Facilitated **20 corporate sponsored/collaborative research agreements** resulting in $23.0M in income through FY20

## DEALS
- **75** deals for consideration
- **15** major deals
- **11 deals/business development team member** (top quartile of Ivy tech)

## CUMULATIVE ACTIVE PATENTS
- **1358** active patents
  - = 462 US
  - + 896 Worldwide
  - Across **60 countries**

## INVENTION ACTIVITY
- **215** inventions disclosed
- **184** disclosures elected